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ABSTRACT
The Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) and Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM) are widely
used for quantifying submicron aerosol mass concentration and composition, in particular for
organic aerosols (OA). Using the standard vaporizer (SV) installed in almost all commercial
instruments, a collection efficiency (CE) correction, varying with aerosol phase and chemical
composition, is needed to account for particle bounce losses. Recently, a new “capture vaporizer”
(CV) has been shown to achieve CE»1 for ambient aerosols, but its chemical detection properties
show some differences from the SV due to the increased residence time of particles and vaporized
molecules inside the CV. This study reports on the properties and changes of mass spectra of OA in
CV-AMS using both AMS and ACSM for the first time. Compared with SV spectra, larger molecular-
weight fragments tend to shift toward smaller ions in the CV due to additional thermal
decomposition arising from increased residence time and hot surface collisions. Artifact COC ions
(and to a lesser extent, H2O

C), when sampling long chain alkane/alkene-like OA (e.g., squalene) in
the CV during the laboratory studies, are observed, probably caused by chemical reactions between
sampled OA and molybdenum oxides on the vaporizer surfaces (with the carbon derived from the
incident OA). No evidence for such COC enhancement is observed for ambient OA. Tracer ion
marker fractions (fm/z D, i.e., the ratio of the organic signal at a given m/z to the total OA signal),
which are used to characterize the impact of different sources are still present and usable in the CV.
A public, web-based spectral database for mass spectra from CV-AMS has been established.

EDITOR
Paul Ziemann

1. Introduction

Organic aerosol (OA) accounts for 10–90% of the total
submicron aerosols in the ambient air (Kanakidou et al.
2005; Murphy et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2007; Jimenez
et al. 2009) and hence has a substantial impact on cli-
mate forcing (Poschl, 2005; IPCC, 2017) and human
heath (Davidson et al. 2005; Mauderly and Chow 2008).
The quantification and chemical speciation of OA
(comprised of thousands of individual molecular spe-
cies) are always challenging due to its complex proper-
ties. In recent years, Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS)
and Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM),
commercialized by Aerosol Research, Inc. (ARI), have
been widely used to quantify the mass concentration

and size distributions of submicron OA at a time reso-
lution of minutes or faster (Allan et al. 2003a; Drewnick
et al. 2004; Drewnick et al. 2005; DeCarlo et al. 2006;
Canagaratna et al. 2007, and references therein).

A substantial fraction of the quantification uncer-
tainty of AMS/ACSM instruments is dominated by
the collection efficiency (CE), mainly due to particle
bounce on the surface of the standard vaporizer
(hereinafter referred to as “SV”) installed in almost
all currently operating instruments (Matthew et al.
2008; Middlebrook et al. 2012). CE varies from »0.45
– 1 for ambient aerosols (typically »0.5), with lower
values possible for laboratory aerosols. Particle
bounce can also influence the detected fragmentation
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and size distributions of aerosols in AMSs/ACSMs,
which complicates interpretation of AMS measure-
ments (Liao et al. 2017; Robinson et al., 2017). A new
“capture vaporizer” (CV) has been recently developed
to reduce particle bounce fraction (Jayne and Wor-
snop 2016). While the SV has an inverted cone shape
and a porous tungsten surface, the CV was designed
to have a “cage” with a narrow entrance and an inter-
nal structure favoring repeated internal bounce, in
order to increase the residence time of particles in
contract with the hot vaporizer surfaces, and, thus,
reduce the fraction of particles that bounce without
evaporation. The CV is made of solid molybdenum,
in contrast to the porous tungsten used for the SV.
The change of material for the CV was due to the
higher feasibility of manufacturing the more complex
geometry of CV (Figure S1a) using molybdenum than
porous tungsten. We note that molybdenum was used
in very early AMS studies (Allan et al. 2003b; Jimenez
et al. 2003). To decrease the particle bounce fraction,
the SV was developed using porous tungsten. Other
materials like nichrome (90% Ni/10% Cr) (Voisin
et al. 2003) and a copper rod coated with a fluori-
nated grease (Tobias et al. 2000) have also been used
to collect and thermally desorb particles in other
aerosol instruments, however heated to lower temper-
ature (below 200�C).

The quantification, fragmentation, and size distri-
bution of inorganic aerosols in the CV have been
described in detail for laboratory studies (Hu et al.
2017b; Xu et al. 2017) and field studies (Hu et al.
2017a). A CE of »1 for ambient total and inorganic
aerosols are observed in AMS/ACSM measurements
with the CV, suggesting the elimination of particle
bounce in the CV for internally mixed ambient aero-
sols (Hu et al. 2017a). Bounce is significantly reduced,
but not always eliminated, for pure inorganic species
in the laboratory, which is qualitatively consistent
with the stronger tendency of some pure particles to
bounce in the SV, compared to ambient particles.
With longer residence time of aerosols in the CV, the
larger inorganic (e.g., sulfate and nitrate) molecular-
weight ions tend to shift to smaller ions, due to addi-
tional thermal decomposition processes.

The changes in the chemical detection of OA with
the CV has not yet been studied. In particular it is
important to clarify if a CV-AMS can provide as
much useful chemical information on OA as a SV-
AMS can. It is also important to document whether
the ion markers that are well established for SV-AMS
are still useful for the CV-AMS. To investigate those
questions, we have analyzed various types of OA
from different laboratory, chamber, and field studies,

sampled by two co-located AMSs (or two ACSMs)
equipped with the SV and CV, respectively. For refer-
ence, the abbreviations and acronyms used in this
study are explained in Table S1.

2. Experiment and instrumentation

2.1. Laboratory, chamber, and field experiments

The setup of laboratory, chamber, and field experiments
for this study is shown in Figure S1b-f. In the laboratory
experiments, three aerosol generation methods for pure
standard OA species were used:

(i) Atomization method: OA was produced by run-
ning dilute solutions into a Collison atomizer
(model: 3076; TSI, US), and a silica gel diffusion
dryer was used to remove the solvent prior to
chemical analysis in order to reduce interferences.
Isopropanol or hexane were used as solvents for
squalene (C30H50), oleic acid (C18H34O2), and
octacosane (C28H58). Water was used for most of
the water soluble compounds, e.g., highly oxidized
acids.

(ii) Laser ablation: OA in pure liquid phase or in solu-
tions was first dropped on a cleaned, thin-layer
chromatography (TLC) or glass plate. Then, OA
particles were generated through irradiation of the
solid material with a laser beam (YAG laser,
213 nm), generated by a commercial laser ablation
system (LSX 213, CETAC Technologies, Omaha,
NE, USA) (Gunther and A. Heinrich 1999;
Reifschneider et al. 2015). The laser operating con-
ditions, which determine the particle size and
mass production rate, can be controlled by adjust-
ing the laser spot size (4–200 mm), intensity (5–
20% of full energy of 4 mJ), and scan speed
(50 mm s¡1). An advantage of this method is that
only a small amount of OA mass is needed, and
the solvent is completely removed prior to chemi-
cal detection.

(iii)Evaporation-condensation apparatus: Dioctyl
sebacate (DOS, C26H50O4) particles were gener-
ated based on vapor re-condensation by mixing of
cooler air after being evaporated in a heated glass
flask (Aimanant and Ziemann 2013). Then, the
DOS particles were flushed into a clean 20 m3 Tef-
lon chamber in the CU Atmospheric Chamber
Facility (Krechmer et al. 2017) and sampled. DOS
was the only OA species generated by method
(iii), and was also used as OA seed for secondary
OA (SOA) formation experiments in the chamber.
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The detailed information for the generation methods,
gas carrier and solvent used for different pure com-
pounds in this study is summarized in Table S2. For the
chamber studies, SOA from oxidation of a-pinene and
D-carene with NO3 radicals in the same chamber were
sampled with the CV- and SV-AMSs. SOA from ozone-
initiated oxidation of a-pinene in the chamber was also
analyzed in the CV for this study.

Data from three field studies were also analyzed to
compare the performance of the SV and CV: Southern
Oxidation Aerosol Study (SOAS) (Carlton et al. 2018);
sampling of ambient air in Billerica, MA (Hu et al. 2017a);
and the KORean-United States Air Quality mission
(KORUS-AQ, https://espo.nasa.gov/home/korus-aq). The
SOAS study was conducted at a ground site in a
pollution-influenced forest area in the Southeastern
US (Centreville, AL, USA) during the summer of 2013
(Carlton et al. 2018). The ambient OA in this study was
dominated by biogenic sources, mainly oxidation prod-
ucts from isoprene (Hu et al. 2015; Krechmer et al. 2015)
and monoterpenes (Xu et al. 2014), with smaller contri-
butions from other sources (Kim et al. 2015). The
KORUS-AQ study (May-June, 2016) was an aircraft-
based field campaign to investigate the factors control-
ling air quality in and around the Seoul Metropolitan
Area; anthropogenic (vehicular and industrial) sources
strongly influence this campaign. Some impact from
aged long-range transport sources was also expected.
The Billerica study (September, 2012) was performed by
sampling ambient air on the campus of Aerodyne
Research Inc., located in a suburb of Boston, MA (USA).

2.2. AMS/ACSM

For the laboratory and chamber studies, two high-resolu-
tion time-of-flight AMSs (HR-ToF-AMS, DeCarlo et al.
2006), equipped with an SV or CV, were deployed, as
previously described in Hu et al. (2017a,b). In the SOAS
study, an HR-ToF-AMS with the SV was used for the
entire campaign, while a compact time-of-flight AMS
(C-ToF-AMS, Drewnick et al. 2005) coupled with the
CV was used for most of the campaign. To obtain high
resolution spectra data in the CV measurement, we
changed the C-ToF detector to an HR-ToF detector with
the same setup of the rest AMS body during a few days
in SOAS (7—10 June). For the Billerica study, two
ACSMs (Ng et al. 2011) were used. In KORUS-AQ, two
HR-ToF-AMSs were installed on the NASA DC-8, but
sampled through different inlets. The detailed setups of
the AMS sampling can be seen in Figure S1. The AMS
inlet line relative humidity (RH) was always under 35%
for ground campaigns and 45% for aircraft measure-
ment; so, the aerosols had low water content. An

exception is the Billerica study, where no dryer was used.
Details on the calibration protocol of the AMS are
reported in Hu et al. (2017a,b).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. OA spectra comparison of the SV vs. CV

Compared to the spectra obtained with the SV, the
organic ion distributions of the CV are generally shifted
towards smaller m/z (Figures 1 and S2–3), for pure
standards, chamber SOA, or ambient OA. The normal-
ized difference spectra (CV minus SV divided by SV)
show negative values for the majority of ions above m/z
44 (Figures 1 and S3). The fraction of signal at m/z < 50
is substantially larger for the CV compared with that in
the SV (up to a factor of 2) across a wide range vaporizer
temperature range (Tv D 200–800�C), as shown in
Figure S4. This shift is found for all OA types and oxida-
tion levels, and is thought to be due to additional thermal
decomposition or internal energy resulting from the
multiple collisions and longer residence time of aerosols
in the CV, and similar to the behavior of inorganic spe-
cies (Hu et al. 2017a,b; Xu et al. 2017).

Ratios of different types of ions (e.g., CxHy
C; CxHyO

C)
for three m/z ranges between the CV and SV are summa-
rized in Figure 2. Enhanced abundance of CxHy

C ions at
m/z < 50 are observed for all types of OA measured for
the CV, except oleic acid. The low CxHy

C ratios of oleic
acid may be related to the unexpected increase of COC

peak in the CV, which will be discussed in Section 3.2.
The differences in the spectra (Figures 1 and S3) sug-

gest that increased thermal decomposition affects the
CxHyO

C and CxHyOz
C (z > 1) ions more than the

CxHy
C ions in the CV. Similarly, Figure 2 shows almost

all the CxHyO
C and CxHyOz

C (z > 1) ratios (CV/SV) at
m/z > 50 (except DOS) are lower than the correspond-
ing CxHy

C ratios. More impact of thermal decomposition
on CxHyO

C and CxHyOz
C (z > 1) ions than CxHy

C is
expected since thermal decomposition reactions are
more favorable for the oxygen containing compounds
(e.g., acid and alcohol) than pure hydrocarbon com-
pound (Moldoveanu 2009). Consistent with that, higher
abundance of CO2

C, COC, and H2O
C ions (which are

products of de-functionalization reactions) were
observed in the CV than SV in all cases (Figures 1 and
S3-S4). At m/z > 100, the ambient OA exhibits higher
CV vs SV ratios from CxHyO

C and CxHyOz
C (z > 1)

ions than chamber SOA and pure standard OA
(Figure 2), suggesting less additional thermal decomposi-
tion effect for ambient aerosols than others. The reason
for higher abundances of CxHyO

C and CxHyOz
C (z > 1)

ions in ambient OA is not clear, although it may be
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related to the higher fragility of ambient OA, which
already leads to extensive thermal decomposition in the
SV (thus reducing the relative impact of additional
decomposition in the CV). The fact that complex ambi-
ent OA tends to preserve more chemical information at
high m/z in the CV is likely to be beneficial for source
identification analysis for ambient OA. The N-contain-
ing hydrocarbon ions (CxHyN

C and CxHyON
C) ratio

showed similar changes as CxHy
C ions, however did not

show a consistent variation pattern among limited differ-
ent samples.

Tuning the lens position to focus on the edge of the
CV (rather than the center) was shown to lead to mass
spectra much more similar to those in the SV for inor-
ganic species, presumably due to reduced exposure of
the particles and vapors to the high vaporizer tempera-
tures (Hu et al. 2017a). The same phenomenon is
observed for OA spectrum (e.g., citric acid), with higher
abundance of larger ions (Figure S5), essentially resulting
in similar spectra as in the SV. As changing the lens posi-
tion is far easier than replacing the vaporizer, this tech-
nique may have some applicability in practice for larger
particles (>150 nm, as particles smaller than 150 nm are

not tightly focused by the aerodynamic lens), in particu-
lar when trying to compare results of CV studies with
those of literature SV studies.

3.2. Causes for extra COC and H2O
C production

As shown in the OA spectra comparison in Figures 1 and
S3, unusually high abundance of COC (and to a lesser
extent, H2O

C) in the spectra of CV was observed from
some laboratory-generated chemically-reduced OA
particles.

Atomized long-chain alkene (squalene, C30H50) and
alkane particles (octacosane, C28H58, Figure S6a), which
do not contain any oxygen in the compounds, show
unexpectedly high abundance of COC (fCO > 0.15; where
fCO D COC/total OA signal) and H2O

C (squalene: fH2O

D 0.13) in their spectra in the CV but not in the SV.
Large COC and H2O

C enhancements in the CV (fCO >

0.3 and fH2O > 0.2) were also observed from oleic acid
(C18H34O2, nominal O:C D 0.11), while elevated but
smaller fCO (»0.06) and fCO2 (»0.05) were found for 1,2-
bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene (C12H10N2). For chamber SOA
from a-pineneCNO3 (O:C � 0.2–0.6, including several

Figure 1. Spectra and comparisons of different pure standard organic compounds: (a) squalene, (b) oleic acid, (c) citric acid, and (d) lev-
oglucosan, between the SV and CV. (e) Chamber SOA generated from NO3Ca-pinene with ammonium sulfate (AS) seed, and (f) ambient
OA during the SOAS study, between the SV and CV. The top and middle rows are the spectra measured in the SV-AMS and CV-AMS,
respectively. The bottom row is the ratio of CV minus SV divided by SV. All the spectra are shown as stacked at unit mass resolution,
although they were fit with high-resolution fitting. Only ions contributing more than 1% of total OA to the SV are shown in the differen-
tial plot. For squalene, oleic acid, and citric acid, the interference of isopropanol (C3H8O) solvent is less than 5% of total signal and was
excluded based on the ratios between the characteristic ion m/z 45 (C3H5O

C) and other ions in the pure isopropanol AMS spectrum.
Organic H2O

C and COC ions from standard compounds were directly calculated using HR-fitting. Organic H2O
C and COC ions in cham-

ber SOA were directly calculated using HR fitting. Organic H2O
C ions in the SOAS study was constrained based on organic CO2

C (H2O
C/

CO2
C D 0.225). Organic COC in the ambient CV dataset were calculated based on the enhanced HR-fitted COC versus total OA during

the OA plumes. Canagaratna et al. (2015) showed that spectral differences among three different SV-AMS instruments were minor.
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seed/seedless cases) and D-CareneCNO3 (O:C � 0.4),
COC and H2O

C are higher for the CV than the SV. How-
ever, anomalously high COC and H2O

C peaks were not
observed for highly-oxidized, citric acid (C6H8O7; O:C �
1.2) or chamber SOA of a-pinene C O3 (O:C � 0.8,
Figure S6).

Importantly, no additional COC enhancement in
the CV was observed for the ambient OA. This is
true whether the OA originated from biogenic emis-
sion dominated environments during the SOAS study
(OA ranges from <0.1 to 15 mg m¡3, O:C ranges
from 0.5–1.0) or urban emission dominated environ-
ments in the KORUS-AQ study (OA exceeding 30 mg
m¡3, O:C ranges from 0.4–1.3). We measured fCO
based on the enhanced COC and CO2

C and OA
above the background signals when high concentra-
tion OA plumes were sampled. An example of the
measurement of fCO in these ambient datasets is
shown in Figure S7. Similar organic fCO (0.17–0.19)
and fCO2 ratio (0.15) in the CV from KORUS-AQ are
found, as shown in Figure S8a. Similarly, consistent
fCO (0.09) vs fCO2 (0.09) in the SV (Figure S8b) was
also found. The fCO/fCO2 ratio in the CV (1.13) is
comparable or slightly higher than that of the SV
(1.05). With similar method, the fCO/fCO2 of CV in

the SOAS study was determined as 1.47 (vs 1.35 of
SV, Figure 1f). The default fCO/fCO2 in the fragmenta-
tion table of PIKA analysis software for AMS is
around 1 (Aiken et al. 2008). The abundance of
H2O

C from ambient OA is very difficult to quantify
due to the potential interferences from ambient gas
and particulate water or other species. Thus, ambient
H2O

C from OA is conventionally constrained based
on the intensity of organic CO2

C ion (Aiken et al.
2008). The H2O

C/CO2
C ratios in the pure highly oxi-

dized acids, closer in composition to ambient SOA,
show comparable or even lower values from the CV
(0.5 for citric acid and 1.4 or glutaric acid) than from
the SV (0.8 and 1.5, respectively), suggesting that the
anomalous enhancement of H2O

C might also not be
significant for ambient OA in the CV.

The COC and H2O
C enhancements in the CV for

long-chain alkene/alkane like standards are surprising.
It is necessary to explore the possible reason for this
extra COC and H2O

C ion production further in order
to understand, reduce, or correct for such contamina-
tion in the future experiments, such as done for arti-
fact CO2 formation (Pieber et al. 2016). Here we use
three standard species, squalene (C30H50), oleic acid
(C18H34O2) and citric acid (C6H8O7), as examples

Figure 2. Summary of direct ion signal ratios between the CV and SV (CV versus SV) for different OA species. Different types of ions (i.e.,
CxHy

C; CxHyO
C; CxHyOz

C
, CxHyN

C
, CxHyON

C) in the spectra at three m/z ranges (i.e., m/z < 50; m/z D 50–100; m/z > 100). To minimize
the uncertainties, only ions with abundance in total OA above 1% in the SV spectrum are included in the calculation. Thus, prominent
COC ion shown in the squalene spectrum measured by the CV is not taken into account due to its low abundance in the spectrum of
the SV (<1%). The arrows in the graph indicate the bar on its left side are above the maximum Y values. All the ambient data were
obtained in V-mode in AMS, thus the nitrogen-containing ions are hard to be separated. W mode data were used in chamber studies.
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across a wide range of oxygen content to investigate
the possible reason for such extra COC and H2O

C

production in the CV.
Among all the factors that could potentially lead to

COC and H2O
C enhancements, we first check if the

COC ion comes from air or an oxygen-containing sol-
vents (isopropanol, C3H8O). After changing the carrier
gas from air to argon (Ar) (O2 is less than 1% of total Ar
signal) and isopropanol to hexane (C6H14, >95%), the
high fCO (>0.15) and fH2O (>0.2) were still observed in
the spectra of oleic acid (Figures 3b and c) and squalene
(Figures S9b and c). Also, the fCO and fH2O values in oleic
acid and squalene do not show regular variation patterns
with different carrier gas and solvent (Figure S10). Laser-
ablation particle generation can exclude the potential
inferences from the solvent. The oleic acid and squalene
particles formed through the laser ablation system with
Ar, as a carrier gas, show similar high fCO and fH2O in
their spectra using the CV (Figures 3 and S10). The con-
sistent appearance of enhanced COC and H2O

C ions in
the CV spectra (with some experiment-to-experiment
variability) suggested that the unexpected COC and
H2O

C are largely not due to the aerosol generation sys-
tem, solvent, and/or carrier gas. Therefore, the enhance-
ment must come from the OA itself and/or products
formed through interaction between OA and the CV.

To evaluate this possibility, we used isotopically-
labeled oleic acid (13C18H34O2, MW D 300; purity
>98%, hereinafter referred to as oleic13) with all 18

carbon atoms (12C) being replaced with 13C. Pure oleic13
particles were generated using the laser ablation system
with Ar as carrier gas. If the carbon of the COC ion
comes from oleic acid itself, then the COC ion should
move from m/z 28 to m/z 29, while other C-containing
ions will shift toward higher ion masses accordingly,
based on the number of carbons in the ions. The mea-
sured spectrum of oleic13 in the CV (Figure 3f) shows
very good consistency with the predicted spectrum based
on the spectrum of normal oleic acid, as shown in
Figure 3e. In the measured spectrum, almost all the COC

signal (>99%) shifts from m/z 28 to m/z 29 (13COC),
providing that the carbon in COC indeed comes from
oleic acid. The consistent particle time-of-flight (PToF)
distributions between 13COC and other ions (e.g.,
13CO2

C and 13C3H5
C, as shown in the inset of Figure 3f)

also verifies that the COC ion is formed rapidly through
interaction process between oleic acid and the vaporizer
material or impurities/residues. In addition, similar
PToF distributions of COC and other CxHy

C ions are
found for squalene as well. Although H2O

C ions do not
contain isotopic carbon, the PToF distributions indeed
suggest enhanced H2O

C ions from squalene in PToF and
oleic acid particles are also formed rapidly from particle
material (not shown).

Since squalene and octacosane do not contain oxygen,
we speculate that the oxygen in the COC and H2O

C ion
may come from oxides on the vaporizer surface, or possi-
bly from particle residues deposited on the vaporizer.

Figure 3. (a)-(d) Spectra of normal oleic acid from different aerosol generation systems. (e) The calculated spectrum of oleic acid spectra
by assuming all carbons to be isotopically- labeled carbons (13C) based on the measured spectrum in (d). (f) Measured spectrum of iso-
tope 13C labeled oleic acid.
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Since oleic acid contains oxygen, part of the oxygen in
the COC and H2O

C ions might be from the compound
itself, similar to the CO2

C ion. Unfortunately, we were
not able to locate any commercially 18O-labeled oleic
acid. We have investigated the variation of COC, H2O

C,
CO2

C, and other hydrocarbon ions from different OA
species using particle beam modulation experiments
(Drewnick et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2017b), as an indirect
tool to explore possible origins of COC and H2O

C ions,
as shown in Figure 4.

During typical MS mode operation in the AMS,
the beam-open (chopper open) and beam-blocked
(chopper closed) positions are alternated every several
seconds (usually »5 s). During particle beam modula-
tion experiments, to study the signal response from
short to much longer timescales, the intervals were
extended to 5–10 min each. The time resolution of
spectra collection/averaging time used was 4–5 s in
this study. The decay time, t, is defined as the e-fold
lifetime of signal decay when closing the particle
beam after a long period of exposure to incoming
particles. t from different OA species was estimated
through an exponential fit to the relevant part of the
signal time series. An example of fitting is demon-
strated in Figure 4a.

Much slower rise and fall of the COC ion from squa-
lene and oleic acid was observed (t D 24 s and 36 s,
respectively), compared to their CxHy

C and CO2
C ions

(<5 s). This suggests some COC arises from a slower
chemical interaction between OA and/or vaporized gases
and vaporizer surfaces; thus, resulting in the slow evolu-
tion of COC but not of CO2

C (note however that some
of the COC evolution is very fast, as evidenced by the
PToF data described above; PToF has a millisecond reso-
lution, which is quite fast compared to second level in
MS mode). As a comparison, COC from citric acid
(which is not enhanced in the CV) shows similar t as for
CO2

C and CxHy
C ions. Since citric acid has multiple

functional groups (-carboxylic acid and alcohol groups),
it is prone to experience thermal defunctionalization
processes, resulting in high COC and CO2

C ion abun-
dances in the spectrum, even in the SV. The similarly
fast decay of COC and CO2

C suggests the oxygen in the
COC ion of citric acid particles originate directly from
prompt vaporization/decomposition in the CV.

Figure S4 shows the fCO as a function of vaporizer
temperature (Tv) from squalene, oleic acid, and citric
acid. The fCO for squalene and oleic acid depends on Tv,
while less so for citric acid. The optimum Tv for produc-
ing COC from squalene particles is around 500–700�C,

Figure 4. Results of an experiment slowly alternating beam-open and beam-closed positions while sampling (a) squalene, (b) oleic acid,
and (c) citric acid in the CV and (d) citric acid in the SV under vaporizer temperature of 550–600�C. The time interval between datapoints
is 4–5 s. t is the lifetime of signal decay and was estimated with an exponential fit to the relevant part of the time series. An example of
exponential fitting line for t is shown in (a). t for the rising signal is not shown, since it always varies in the same way as t for the decay
signal. Grey background in graph indicates periods when particle beam is blocked, the white background shows the period when parti-
cle beam is open and reaching the vaporizer.
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and >500�C for oleic acid particles, suggesting that the
artificial COC ion formation is caused by chemical reac-
tions that are sensitive to temperature. This Tv depen-
dent fCO trend has contributions from the absolute
amount of COC mass formed at different Tv, and also
from faster COC and CO2

C signal rise/decay at higher Tv

(Figure S12), which will results in higher signals in the
difference mode (signal – background with 5 s intervals).
The reasons why faster rise/decay can result in higher
difference signals and how beam interval can affect the
difference signal are demonstrated in the Section 1 and
Figure S13 in the supporting information (Salcedo et al.
2010). Slight changes of difference and background COC

signal as a function of time were found in the CV under
Tv of 500–600�C, which were different for different spe-
cies (Figure S14). This suggests that the instrumental his-
tory may have a minor influences on the fCO ratio in the
CV. It is unclear at this point that whether the enhanced
COC in the CV is due to the different material (Mo vs.
W) or to the CV geometry. Future experiments are
needed to address this issue.

Although we cannot experimentally determine the
origin of O from COC ions, a hypothesis can be formu-
lated based on the literature. Previous studies report that
although Molybdenum (Mo) (of which the CV is made)
has many useful mechanical properties, it does not have
a strong resistance to the oxidation (Gulbransen et al.
1963). Mo can be easily oxidized to MoOx (MoO3, and
to a lesser extent MoO2) in the presence of O2. MoO3

has been shown to serve as a catalyst and supply oxygen
for the oxidation of C4 hydrocarbons to CO/CO2 (Ozkan
et al. 1990b). In those literature studies (conducted a
higher pressures) CO2 was formed in higher abundance
than CO. We speculate that the vacuum conditions of
our study limit the conversion of CO into CO2. The O in
the COC may be supplied by lattice oxygen trapped pre-
viously in MoO3 (Ozkan et al., 1990a).

MoO3 formation and volatilization is temperature-
dependent (Gulbransen et al., 1963). For temperatures
below 450�C, Mo oxides can be formed, however,
adhesion of Mo oxides films to the bulk Mo is very
tight, and the surface oxides are not very chemically/
catalytically active. For temperatures between 500–
700�C, Mo oxide are less tightly bound and are chem-
ically active. For temperatures above 800�C, liquid
Mo oxides can form, however they volatilize as soon
as they form, which decreases the catalytic efficiency.
The artificial fCO enhancement in the AMS, with max-
imum at 500–750�C from squalene/oleic acid in CV
(Figures S4g and h), is consistent with the optimum
catalytic temperature for Mo oxides, supporting this
hypothesis. CO2 can be produced on the surface of
tungsten-made SV while sampling inorganic particles

(Pieber et al. 2016), which is conceptually similar to
the phenomenon described here.

Unlike COC, H2O
C shows fast decay (<5 s), similar to

hydrocarbon ions (<5 s), for all the compounds, imply-
ing the production processes for excess H2O

C in the CV
might be different than for COC. Differences between
the evolutions of H2O

C/OA and COC/OA vs. Tv

(Figure S4) also support this hypothesis. Based on
hypothesis of MoO3 catalytic reactions proposed for the
COC formation (with C provided by the aerosol and O
by the vaporizer), it is plausible that hydrogen from
organic aerosol compounds can be oxidized to be H2O.
However, a different reaction dynamics than for COC

formation is apparent, since their decay times, peak tem-
peratures and signal background trend with time are dif-
ferent. Testing with, e.g., deuterated oleic acid (which
was not available during our experimental period) might
improve the understanding of artifact H2O

C formation
in the CV.

In summary, attention should be paid to the enhance-
ment of COC and H2O

C in the spectra of long-chain
alkene/alkane or similar OA in the CV in future labora-
tory studies, while this effect appears to be much less
important for the more oxidized ambient aerosols. This
difference may be due to oxidized species readily under-
going prompt thermal decomposition on the vaporizer,
while alkanes and alkenes do not promptly decompose,
and thus can take part in slower catalytic reactions on
the CV surface. Particle beam modulation experiments
(with extended chopper interval) are a useful method to
investigate this issue. Exploration of other capture vapor-
izer materials that may reduce this COC artifact should
be done in future studies.

In almost all AMS/ACSM studies, COC and H2O
C are

estimated from CO2
C due to the difficulties in their

direct measurement (Aiken et al. 2008; Canagaratna
et al. 2015). If these ions are actually measured and
included into the OA concentration for cases in which
artificially high signal is present, this effect could lead to
artificially higher relative ionization efficiency of OA
(RIEOA). This would be due to the added O (since the C
does appear to come from the analyzed compound). In
the more common case in which COC and H2O

C are
estimated from CO2

C that may lead to lower RIEOA due
to missing some of the C in the compound. These
impacts on quantification need to be investigated in
future studies. Due to the high degree of species to spe-
cies variability in RIEOA, it is generally recommended
that RIEOA be measured for laboratory species of interest
before calculating their mass concentrations (Jimenez
et al. 2016). Since CV spectra of long-chain alkene/alka-
nes show significant differences between the estimated
and measured intensities of COC and H2O

C, care must
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be especially taken to calculate RIEOA values with the
same fragmentation wave that is used in the mass con-
centration calculations for these species. Since no artifi-
cial COC enhancement has been observed in ambient
OAs detected by the CV (at least within the scope of our
study) and H2O

C ion has always been constrained based
on measured organic CO2

C ion, after proper calibration,
the quantification of OA and OA elemental ratios from
field studies should not be biased due to this effect. A
possible exception is the detection of reduced ambient
species such as hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), which was
not abundant for the field studies investigated here.

3.3. Comparison of characteristic ions

In previous sections, we compared the average ion
abundance between the SV and CV. Here, the
dynamic covariance of important tracer ions between
two vaporizers is further examined. Tracer ions in
AMS spectra have been shown to be very useful for
identifying the impacts from OA sources, and some
ions can be used as real-time source tracers. We
examine the changes in some of the ions from the SV
to CV in this section.

In AMS spectra, m/z 44 (CO2
C), mainly formed

through thermal decarboxylation of oxo-, di- and
poly-carboxylic acids, is a marker for organic acids
and a good indicator of OA aging (Alfarra et al.
2004; Ng et al. 2010; Duplissy et al. 2011). Signifi-
cantly higher f44 values (due to enhanced thermal
decomposition/decarboxylation processes) is found for
the CV across most laboratory and field studies, as
shown in Figure 5a. This enhancement (»2 on aver-
age, with a range of 1–4) varies with different types
of OA and degree of oxidation. The correlation indi-
cates that although the absolute values of f44 differ
between CV and SV, the trends in f44 are similar
across species, indicating that differences in f44 can
still be used as an indicator of OA.

Differences of f44 (up to 40%) have been reported
across multiple SV ACSM/AMSs when sampling the
same ambient aerosols (Crenn et al. 2015; Fr€ohlich
et al. 2015). This variability of f44 in the SV is
thought to be mainly caused by (1) the presence of a
slowly decaying CO2

C signal in some instruments
and/or (2) interference of artificial CO2

C produced by
interaction of nitrate aerosols with residual carbon on
the vaporizer surfaces (Pieber et al. 2016). With the
CV, the measurement of f44 is expected to be less
instrument-sensitive than for the SV due to: (i) much
faster CO2

C signal decay in the CV—e.g., t of CO2
C

from citric acid is less than 3 s in the CV vs »11 s
in the SV (Figures 4c and d). In typical operation,

the beam-blocking is switched every »4–5 s. Thus,
the differential CO2

C signal in the CV is always cal-
culated based on subtracting a lower background than
in the SV, leading to less uncertainty. As demon-
strated in Figure S13, in MS mode of 5 s beam open
vs 5 s beam closed, the CO2

C signal in the CV could
be 2 times higher than that in the SV if we only con-
sider the differences result from decay lifetime. The
slow decay of CO2

C in the SV is probably due to a
large fraction of signal originating from slow vapori-
zation of bounced particles residing on surrounding
ion cage surfaces. (ii) A much lower interference
(CO2

C per NO3 mass ratio <0.4%) is observed in the
CV than the SV (1.5%) when sampling pure NH4NO3

particles (Hu et al. 2017b). This should result in
more robust CO2

C measurements with the CV when
NO3/OA is high (e.g., >1).

m/z 43 signal, typically dominated by C3H7
C and

C2H3O
C, is another prominent fragment in OA spec-

tra detected in AMS. Ng et al. (2010) showed that the
PMF-resolved OA components cluster in a well-
defined triangular region in the scatter plot of f44 vs
f43, which is widely used to describe the evolution of
different types of OA during aging. The relationship
of f43 vs f44 in the CV is explored here. For ambient
studies (i.e., SOAS, Billerica, and KORUS-AQ), the f43
vs f44 data for the SV cluster in the middle of defined
triangle area (Figure 5d); whereas, for the CV ambi-
ent data appear in the top of the triangle with lower
f43 and higher f44 (Figure 5c). Similar behavior was
found for chamber SOA and pure standard OA
detected in the CV, albeit with greater variability as
expected due to the simpler compositions. A potential
new CV “triangle” area is defined based on the mea-
sured ambient datasets in Figure 5b.

We also explored the variation of other ions for ambi-
ent OA in the CV vs SV. Taking the SOAS study as an
example, Figure 6a shows that higher regression slopes
(>1) are more frequently obtained at m/z < 50 and
lower slopes (<1) occur for majority ofm/z> 50, consis-
tent with the average spectra comparison shown in
Figure 1f. The degree of signal reduction varies for differ-
ent m/z—e.g., for the marker of IEPOX-SOA, m/z 82
(C5H6O

C, Hu et al. 2015), a regression slope of »0.7 for
f82 between the CV and SV is found, with R»0.9, sug-
gesting the robustness of that tracer ion for the CV.
Good correlation between f82 measured in the SV with
other IEPOX-SOA related ions (originally identified for
the SV, e.g., m/z 53, 70, Hu et al. 2015) measured in the
CV is also found (Figure S15). Meanwhile, for another
possible biogenic indicator in forest areas, m/z 91,
thought to be associated with SOA formed through
monoterpene oxidation (e.g., monoterpene C NO3 or
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O3) (Lee et al. 2016), an R»0.8 with a regression slope of
0.5 is obtained, suggesting that the tracer information is
conserved. For the commonly-used biomass burning
tracer, f60 (Alfarra et al. 2007; Cubison et al. 2011), a fac-
tor of 5 decrease in the CV compared to the SV was
observed. Different reductions of m/z were likely caused
by the different vaporized neutral and tracer ion struc-
ture, leading to different degrees of additional thermal
decomposition and/or ion fragmentation.

Overall, several important fm/z ( D i.e., the ratio of the
organic signal at a given m/z to the total OA signal) show
good correlations between the CV and SV, with R > 0.6.
Some low correlation coefficients (R< 0.4) are due to the
low signal-to-noise level of those ions in the CV, e.g., a
correlation coefficient of 0.2 is observed for f60 between
the CV and SV when the entire dataset for the SOAS
study is considered. However, close covariance of f60 is

observed at high values of f60 (during actual BB impact)
with RD 0.7, as shown in the inset of Figure 6c. The low-
est values of f43, f60, and f91 are much lower in the CV than
those in the SV (Figure 6), suggesting that some interfer-
ences on key tracer ions may be reduced in the CV.

We have proposed several new potential biomass
burning tracers when BBOA is detected by the CV (e.g.,
m/z 26: C2H2

C; m/z 42: C2H2O
C; m/z 56: C3H4O

C; m/z
68: C4H4O

C; m/z 96: C5H4O
C) based on the observed

correlation between f60 and BBOA in the SV versus all
the fmz measure in the CV and also the measured spectra
from biomass burning tracer levoglucosan and sucrose
particles in the CV. The details can be found in Section 2
of the supporting information.

In summary, although reduced ion intensities at
higher m/z are observed with the CV, it appears that the
information for several key tracer ions may be retained.

Figure 5. Comparison of (a) f44 and (b) f43 between the CV and SV during various laboratory, chamber, and ambient studies. Scatter plots
of f44 vs f43 from the (b) CV and (d) SV. Also shown are triangle lines for the SV obtained from Ng et al. (2010) as well as our proposed tri-
angle lines for ambient data only, updated for the CV to guide the eye. The equation for the left line of triangle is estimated to be f44 D
¡8.148 £ f43C0.445, and right line is f44 D ¡1.964 £ f43 C 0.396. KORUS data from research flight 12 (24-May-2016) and 18 (04-June-
2016) were used here.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, we have examined the fragmentation pat-
tern of OA in the CV-AMS compared to SV-AMS using
multiple pure OA standard compounds, chamber-gener-
ated SOA, and ambient OA. A public, web-based spectral
database for CV-AMS is newly established. The link of
this webpage: http://cires1.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/
AMSsd_CV/. Similar to inorganic sulfate and nitrate,
fragmentation patterns of OA in the CV also show evi-
dence of additional thermal decomposition, with a shift
in the ion distributions to smaller ions. We hypothesize

that longer residence times inside the CV will increase
internal energy of gas vapors leading to more decompo-
sition. The shift to smaller ions occurs more for the oxy-
gen-containing ions than reduced hydrocarbon ions, due
to thermal defunctionalization reactions. We found arti-
ficial COC production, when sampling long-chain
alkane/alkene (e.g., squalene, C30H50; octacosane,
C28H58) or similar reduced standards (e.g., oleic acid,
C18H36O2) in the CV. Enhanced H2O

C was observed in
almost all the OA spectra examined. The extra COC

(and H2O
C to a lesser extent) is probably caused by the

chemical reaction of sampled OA with previously

Figure 6. (a) Regression slopes and correlation coefficients (R) between time series of different ions between CV and SV during the SOAS
study. Scatter plots of several tracer ions (b) f43, (c) f60, (d) f82 and (e) f91 between the CV and SV during the SOAS study. All the regres-
sions of scatter plots are determined using orthogonal distance regression with fits forced through zero intercept and in all figures
shown below. The vertical black dashed line is the AMS background f60 value (0.3%), calculated based on various non-BB influenced OA
plumes in the field studies (Cubison et al. 2011). The inset in (c) shows a time series of f60 from the CV and SV for a short period with sig-
nificant BB impacts. The grey dots are the entire dataset of f60 with a correlation coefficient R of 0.2. The inset of (d) is the scatter plots
between f44 vs f82. The black dashed line is the AMS background value of f82 ( D ¡0.008 £ f44 C 0.005), reported in Hu et al. (2015).
The grey dashed line is the eye-guided boundary line for IEPOX-SOA influenced triangle areas determined for the SV (Hu et al. 2015).
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absorbed lattice oxygen on a Mo oxide layer on the
vaporizer surface. It was shown that the carbon in the
COC is derived from the aerosol species impacting the
vaporizer. This artificial COC ion production was not
observed when CV-AMSs sample ambient OA from field
studies; thus, elemental ratios and PMF analysis for those
aerosols should not be impacted (except possibly for
HOA, which was not abundant on the studies analyzed
here). The lack of artifact COC for more oxidized com-
pounds may be due to the oxidized species readily under-
going prompt thermal decomposition on the vaporizer,
while alkanes and alkenes do not promptly decompose,
and thus can take part in slower oxidation reactions on
the vaporizer surface. Investigation of CVs built of other
materials is recommended for the future studies.

Strong correlations for tracer fm/z are observed
between the CV and SV during the SOAS ambient
study, suggesting most of the characteristic ion tracers
identified in the SV can still be used for CV measure-
ments. A potential new f44- f43 triangle plot for CV is
also proposed. Reduced signals for biomass burning
tracers f60 and f73 (» a factor of 5) are found in the
CV due to strong thermal decomposition effects.
While these ions continue to be useful as BB tracers,
their application may be limited at low signal or BB
contribution levels. m/z 26 (C2H2

C), 42 (C2H2O
C), 56

(C3H4O
C), 68 (C4H4O

C), 96 (C5H4O
C), could be

potentially new biomass burning tracers for CV-AMS,
and should be further investigated with ambient or
chamber studies which are (and are not) strongly
influenced by biomass burning emissions.
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